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Smt. Jaya Ben

Love and blessing...

Smita Shah's spirit was captured by M F Hussain who sketched her portrait as a 
woman leader wielding forth on a happy elephant!
Shah has been an active community leader, with a conscience for the underprivileged- and brimming 
with creativity, her ideas for change have been innovative design and simple interventions that work 
; bridging the gap between the haves and the have nots, right from her college days.
In Std X she started the Opportunity School for the di�erently abled at Sophia High School. 
(1970.) In her 1st PUC she ran an NGO "Youth vs Drought" (1971)and in (1972 to 75)"Youth vs 
Poverty" that gave 27 school and college scholarships for 3 years to the needy.
A�er a decade in the USA Shah returned to �nd drought in India again. Determined to �nd 
solutions for change, Shah consulted professors at UAS and IISc and discovered one experiment in 
watershed management at Chikballapur. �is was in 1984 / 85.
With her experience in media, Shah soon persuaded the DG Doordarshan to run a series on Krishi 
Darshan "Rain Harvest". She ran a campaign of pamphlets sent to all the members of the Lok and 
Rajya Sabha, lobbied with the PMO, explained the concept to Sam Pitroda who then took up water 
as part of his Technology Mission. Soon the Rain Harvest series was translated into 14 languages 
and Shah threw herself into educating o�cials from all parts of the country, including 60 o�cials 
from Nabard.
Such other simple solutions - "Seeds are everywhere so train women and children, give them a small 
fund, get instant green cover everywhere" - train them in "clusters" of villages - (origin of cluster 
concept in development) - importance of medicinal plants for use in rural kitchen gardens - train 
women and children in villages - (origin of Kitchen Herbal Garden) - give rural women training in 
entrepreneurship and thus the �rst EDP for Rural Women - and so on and on.
Seeking solutions, opening doors.
�rough the years, Shah maintained a bond with Smt. S. G. Susheelamma and together they 
conducted pilot programs - one to innovate design and dream, the other to take to the grassroots 
with compassion and zeal.
Now, retired, Shah came up with a new plan - sitting alone at a lone desk in a corridor outside the 
dining hall at SSA in Bengaluru, Shah pounded away, for six months, o�en late into the ashram 
night, at a project with a Large Dream - to rejuvenate land at Scale. To bring "organic" food, not as a 
fad of certi�ed expense but rather as "clean healthy good food - for ALL"
And it began to work.
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2 Women
Come Together
To Rejuvenate Soil

at Scale

Smt. S. G. Susheelamma
President

Ms. Smita Shah

...when 3 children needed care and shelter. �e Desire to help became motivation for 
Smt. S. G. Susheelamma to take their �rst step and merely with `.15/- in hand 
“SUMANGALI SEVA ASHRAMA” came into existence and they were on the path way 
that wasn’t easy but de�nitely it was a road leading to happiness…
Wiping tears of the unfortunate Women and children, Sumangali Seva Ashrama is gateway 
of hope for a new beginning.
Orphans �nd family and shelter here, abused and abandoned women �nd a compassionate 
and understanding friend, physically challenged �nd a believing friend and aged women �nd 
a warm and caring holding hand.
Sumangali Seva Ashrama is working tirelessly to become strength of the weaker section of the 
society through their rough road of life and has evolved into an institution where one can 
draw inspiration from; motivate oneself to lead a respectful and self reliant life. 

�e journey began
way back in 1975...
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Slow the speed of water as it rushes
to the sea: more will percolate into
and recharge the ground water

Rainfall

Contour farming saves soil and water
Check dams and planting agave etc., in streams slows the speed of  water
Shallow pits can be dug into Farm Ponds for catchment and percolation

Please learn about and use Vetiver Grass to line farm ponds and lakes, to grow in streams, 
to create natural bunds and terraces. Traced in South India to 1736 this is most useful in 
prevention of soil erotion. Lost in history we need to revive its use in India.   

WATER SHED MANAGEMENTWATER SHED MANAGEMENT

ANNUAL REPORT 2013-2014
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Ms. Smita Shah is well known for environmental interventions. 
She has been innovative and fearless in moving people, institutions and Government to action,
She is an award winning �lm maker who brings Reel to Real life – social change
Some of her pioneering achievements have been 

 RAIN WATER HARVESTING IN INDIA 

 KITCHEN HERBAL GARDENS (FRLHT)

 SCHOOL NURSERIES (AYUSH)
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Started as a pilot project in 26 schools from Kanakapura to Anekal, Bangalore 
Rural  District, Ms. Shah donated 21 species nurseries and conducted training 
over a 3 month period which soon got implemented by the State Government  
Karnataka.
Most of Shah’s innovative programs get taken up on a National Scale. 
Shah’s high energy, imagination, ethics and ability to use media to sway the public 
heart and minds �nd resonance as can be seen in the letters highlighted . . .

7
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A concert of 
Classical Music
Fusion with
Flute Ramani 
& Konarak

1971
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Life begins anew as we rebuild
Microorganisms in the soil 

“�e �rst and the last step to 
save the planet Earth”
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● Rejuvenate land
● Sequester carbon
● Generate Rural Income
● Mitigate Migration
● Industry without power
● Organic farming at ScaleVISION

Healthy Soil Healthy Crop,
Healthy Food Healthy Body,
Healthy Mind Healthy Society.

MISSION

● Good market price
● 10% higher than market rate
 for zero chemical produce
● Avail benefits from
 Government schemes
● Obtain Organic Certification
● Loan paid back helps more
 people in same community
● Vibrant Village Economy

BENEFITS

12 13

A�er initiating many pilot 
projects connected

with the environment,
Smita Shah launches

EDP in Vermi Culture.
project objective 

Sustainable Futures
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Our health, the health of our soils,
and the health of our planet

are one and the same...

Our health, the health of our soils,
and the health of our planet

are one and the same...
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Pilot Project

Raichur
Bidar
Chamrajnagar
Mysore
Ramnagaram

Totally 470 farmers

Observations from pilot project
1) Most farmers recognise and evince that their soil is depleted, barren, without life-force 
 because of use of chemicals

2) Many farmers make seperate food for their own use with zero chemicals

3) All are eager to register for Vermi compost

4) We saw compost produced by Bless Society

5) At Bidar village we met about 60 women who waited for us till 9 pm. With 400 cows in 
 their village the women are very keen to take this up.

6) Nabard Financial Services distribute 500 Crores in CASH ? We are not eligible as we will 
 only work with cheques

7) Previous interventions to promote Vermi compost have failed

8) We need to ensure a lot of follow up to maintain actual production and continuous use
 in the field

9) To demonstrate the usefulness and easy production of Vermi compost we will first use 
 HDPE beds so no permanent construction

10) We can apply to NSDC for a loan under skill development

11) We must figure out how to do this at Scale

12) Chumi from Coorg bought 6 tons from Srirangapatna at `. 6000/- per ton

13) Mahesh a farmer from our project from Mysore got an award from the Agriculture 
 Department for the superb quality of vermi compost
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What would it take to revitalize depleted soil in an area the size of Nebraska while also 
economically empowering low-income populations and women? Governments often turn to 
investment in chemicals and infrastructure as the obvious approach. But at the grassroots 
level in Karnataka, India, it’s all being accomplished with worms, women, a few low-cost 
tablets and cartloads of manure.

Jaya Organic Yojana (JOY) is not a business or an NGO, but rather a movement that 
leverages the collective power and networks of 300 Indian non-profits to restore soil fertility 
and provide business opportunities for thousands of impoverished villagers and farmers, 
just by switching to organic farming and composting. At the core of JOY’s activity is a 
training program that teaches thousands of villagers (most of whom are women) how to 
create nutrient-rich fertilizer through vermiculture, a process of composting that uses live 
earthworms, manure and green waste. Villagers can secure a livelihood by selling the 
fertilizer to farmers, who in turn benefit from organic farming practices.

Healthy Soil
While ‘organic’ and ‘wealth’ have different connotations in developed countries (the latter 
often being a prerequisite to obtaining the former), according to JOY’s founder, Smita Shah, 
JOY is “not concerned with selling organic produce at high prices, but rather with making the 
soil healthy.” Local farmers agree, and express eagerness to go organic. “Chemical farming 
is expensive,” explains Shah. “It drains the farmer’s pocket as well as her land. With the 
damage to the land, more and more additives are required to get a good harvest.”

Shah has been a lot of things in her life – NYU film student, musician, activist, 
self-proclaimed hippie – but throughout her life she has been consistently inspired by the 
landscape of Southern India, a landscape now depleted from decades of exposure to 
chemical fertilizers. JOY is the culmination of Shah’s work to address problems of drought 
and soil degradation head-on, while also boosting prosperity and nutrition for the region’s 
population. “We are painting the landscape,” Shah says. “It’s a work of art and when we are 
done the Karnataka belt will become organic, and chemical free!”

Assisted by microloans, villagers pay Rs 11,000 (USD $177) to participate in JOY’s 
six-month training program. The program includes a toolkit for three composting beds with 
live earthworms, and extensive on-site training seminars that use low-cost tablet computers 
to show instructional videos and collect data remotely. The remaining supplies are easy to 
come by, says Shah, “waste material that would otherwise be burnt is converted into 
life-giving compost.” And the payoff is sweet: for villagers, Rs 22,500 (USD $362) every sixty 
days from selling compost and surplus earthworms to farmers; for farmers, a sustainable 
alternative to costly chemical fertilizers; for the region, reasonably priced organic produce 
and a fertile landscape.

A Growing Brand
Vermiculture, popularized in India over the past forty years by Dr. Radha Kale, is a 
newcomer to the subcontinent’s 10,000+ year-old agricultural scene. To disrupt the status 
quo, JOY operates like an agile startup, blending traditional, village-based networking and 
canvassing with mobile communication, cloud computing and even viral marketing. Having 
mapped out hundreds of villages across Karnataka, JOY representatives have already 
begun training village organizers, who in turn recruit and train locals for the vermicompost 
program. Participants sign up on tablets, and all data is then uploaded to the cloud at wifi 
hotspots. To reach prospective participants, JOY operates in partnership with Sumangali 
Seva Ashrama, a vast network of 300 NGOs operating throughout 8,000 villages. With 
support from this network, and an endorsement from its decorated founder, S.G. 
Susheelama, JOY’s brand carries serious clout.

The ultimate goal? “To train 10,080 people this year, and 200,000 rural people at the bottom 
of the pyramid in the next ten years.”

With a strong viral coefficient, JOY’s potential for socioeconomic as well as environmental 
impact in India is enormous. “What [JOY] is doing will mitigate urban migration,” Shah 
claims. “It gives youth a reason and a livelihood to remain in the countryside, it reverses 
damage.” This prospect has caught the attention of the public sector, with up to USD 
$1,000,000 in grants and loans in the pipeline from the Indian government.

Given its nascent stage, sceptics may dismiss the vision of Jaya Organic Yojana as overly 
idealistic. But the ambitious movement is based on proven methodologies and rigorous data 
collection, and ample support at the community and government levels further bolsters 
JOY’s prospects for success. JOY is also certain to be propelled in the longer term by India’s 
burgeoning demand for organic foods, Smita Shah’s delightful quip notwithstanding: “May 
‘certification’ rest in glory, and the soil live on!”

Guest Post30 May, 2015 Agriculture, Livelihoods
This article is reposted with permission from the People Make it Happen blog by the Technology Exchange Lab.

People Make it Happen blog by the Technology Exchange Lab.
JOY: from grassroots to organic revolution in southern India
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Future Plans

Haveri

Hangal
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Harihar

Davangere

Honnalli

Ramanagara
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Kushalnagar

T Narasipura

Gundalpet

Devanahalli

HD Kote

BENEFITS OF VERMICOMPOST

 Promotes faster growth of plants, increases crop yield.

 Produces crops with better taste, and lasting quality,

 without toxic residues.

 Earthworms produce no toxins and carry no diseases.

 Earthworms help neutralize soil acidity and reduce

 waste volume by up to 50%.

 Increases crop yield with less irrigation.

 Improves groundwater recharge and arrests

 depletion of groundwater.

 Reduces soil salinization and soil erosion.

 Lessens pollution due to absence of chemicals.

 Lowers pesticide residues.

 Lessens wasteland formation.

 Lowers risk of crop loss due to pest attack.

 Results in increased exports.
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